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“The Peasant Room” and the Revival of Tradition
Anamaria Iuga

“The clean room” or “the peasant room”, as
it has been called lately1, is the space where people from Maramure[2 place the most beautiful
objects, most of them crafted by themselves: the
most wonderful rugs, flowered carpets, woven
table cloths, exquisite (woven) wall carpets and
towels, the most valuable icons and talgere
(plates). Here one finds the girls’ dowry, especially on the ruda (traditional textiles hung ona
thick beam), an old but still actual decorative element:
“the girl’s entire dowry was placed there. It
was useless for you to say she has a lot of stuff.
They had to see how rich the dowry was. Did
you make the ruda? Did you place the pillows up
there? What about the carpets? And the pillow
cases? Did you put the sheets, the purses, the
blankets? That is all one girl would need (…)
This is what you can see in a home”3.
The more woven rugs, the more hard-working and the richer the family is. Whoever enters
this room can make an idea on the social status
of the family, there is a ruda in the house, but
how many shelves does it have? If there are
more, the woman is a better hostess and more
hard-working. If there are only the rugs, then she
is poor’4.
The most important moments in the family
life take place in the “good room”: here the people from Maramure[ celebrate weddings, baptisings and important holidays. The man takes

refuge from all common things, from the daily
chores in “the room for holidays and beautiful
clothes”5: “you are not allowed to stay in there,
to do something, like eating, for example, or
sleeping”6. For instance, at old weddings, the
“house for display” was most treasured because,
although „the wedding party was in the entire
house, (…), there was the bride, there was the
room where the newly weds would stay“7.
Therefore the “room with peasant clothes” is
the proof for the importance of objects and rituals in contemporary Maramure[. The room becomes an identity space, becasue it is here where
the individual presents himself in a creative
manner, respecting the boundaries imposed by
the community. The inhabitants of the three
communities in which the research has been performed, Dragomire[ti, Ieud and S`li[tea de Sus,
present themselves as continuers of an old tradition. But the signs of change are numerous, as
the people from these three communities show
themselves as being connected to the social, cultural and economical changes that occur. They
give up old rules that are not actual anymore,
they adopt new rules to arrange the room, new
ornaments for objects, they introduce new
episodes in the passing rituals.
“People are looking for something new all the
time; they are looking for something with which
they get the attention of others”8. Moreover, just
like any other society, the one in Maramure[ is
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dynamic, “multiple, varied, complex, continuously changing and developing” (Herseni: 1968,
p. 31). Here traditions are lived in the present,
they are reiterated, altered or abandoned, proving their power and viability. Tradition itself is,
in a constructivist vision, a process “that embodies both continuity and discontinuity” (Handler, Linnekin: 1984, p. 273). And between
these two coordinates (continuity and change)
there are more types of relation, function of the
manner in which innovations determine the
modification of tradition. There are several types
of creative cultural responses to innovation. First
of all, the most common situation is the one
where „truly vital renovations are done (…) in
the name of tradition and not against it“ (Ple[u:
1984, p. 116); change is submitted to continuity.
There is a second situation, when the rupture
from continuity is so big, that not too many common elements are found and a new tradition is
born. A process of replacement of one tradition
with another one takes place, and “the rupture is
so complete, that the new cannot be read as
being an innovative adaptation of the old”
(Glassie: 1995, p. 395). There is a third attitude
(discussed in detail in this article as well, regarding the “peasant room”) – the one in which
change is not accepted or is partially accepted by
the community or a few of its members and efforts of recovering the old tradition are made:
now, embracing local traditions, “people react to
the new by returning to the old, scanning the
past to imagine the future” (Glassie: 1999, p.
32).
In this article, the interest focuses on the
context of the creation of the “peasant room”.
For each “good room” that I visited in Dragomire[ti, Ieud and S`li[tea de Sus has a special motivation for which people have decided to have
such a room in their houses; this motivation has
a close connection to the lives of the women who
created them. Thus the “front room” becomes a
feminine topos: it is the space where the woman
represents herself mainly through the dowry, the
inheritance from her parents which she displays
here.

Regarding the reason for which a “house for
display” is built, as the analysis of the interviews
shows and function of the coordinates of tradition (continuity and discontinuity), there are
four different attitudes to be observed, fully reflecting the dynamics of the Maramure[ culture.
The first attitude implies continuing the tradition: the woven textiles placed in the “good
room” and the ruda itself are part of the dowry of
the women living in the houses I visited, or are
part of the dowry of their daughters who are to get
married. Thus the “front room” exists primarily
because this is the tradition. It is the first and most
common attitude in relation to the context of creation of the “good room”. One can remark a continuity of the transmission of local values:
“I have this idea in my head of setting up a
peasant room where I am in the world, after I
have my own family, of course. My obsession.
Maybe this is also because I have already made
some and I do not have to weave anymore. I will
make myself a ruda, too”9.
The second attitude regards the continuation
of tradition as well and reveals its tenacity. In
some houses from the places we visited there is
another “room with peasant clothes” respecting
all the rules of arranging the objects in the girl’s
dowry; a ruda on the wall is made, too and the
room is used especially for festive occasions.
However, the room, especially the ruda is the
centre of a difference of opinions between generations: one generation wants to continuing the
local customs and to keep the ruda in the
“house for display”, while another generation,
abreast with the new times, tries to persuade the
family not to keep the ruda anymore. Although
the younger generation is more open to change
and the old oppose it (“The girls say they want to
sell, to put furniture in, but I didn’t want to destroy the ruda. When I die, then you do what you
want, you destroy the ruda”10), there are still
cases where the young ones want to keep and
continue the tradition:
“I wanted to destroy them, but my daughter
said: – Don’t destroy them, mum, I will have
them.
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Coz I wanted to destroy mine, too, I wanted
to buy furniture. – What good will they do to
you, leave them as they are, it’s nice like this.
My place looks rich; yours doesn’t have to look
the same!”11.
This difference of perception of what is specific to those places for different generations is a
sign that tradition is now under profound
change, though it is still tenacious as it dominates, in this situation, the conservative opinion.
The third attitude involves the change of
tradition and it implies the mitigation of the
importance of the “good room”, even its disappearance. The “room with peasant clothes” is
smaller and smaller and is moved out from the
spacious room where it was initially set, years before, when people were not in the habit of buying furniture “to cover the entire wall”. Many
times even the function of the “room to display”
is transferred to the “room with furniture”
which has replaced it today. For instance, in the
wedding ritual, “nowadays nobody leaves from
the house with ruda, only from the house with
furniture”12. There are also many houses where,
even if there are handmade objects displayed,
there is no special room for keeping the dowry
received.
The rapid transformation of the society destroys or impairs the social and cultural frames
for which an “old tradition” has been assigned,
determining a moment of discontinuity. But the
tradition change may take several shapes, and a
way to respond to change is, as I have mentioned
above, by the revival of tradition, its reinvention, which is the fourth attitude I discuss here
in detail. Reviving tradition is a process whose
main feature is the reference it makes to the past
(Habsbawm: 1984, p. 4). Specific to the contemporary world, this process implies the resuming
and reaffirmation of what is considered essential
in the local collective cultural aspects (Glassie:
1995, p. 405).
The “room with peasant clothes” and the
ruda, as an old decorative element, caught the
attention of the people that create and use them
both for asserting the continuity and attachment
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to traditions, but also to counteract their disappearance nowadays, when the mitigation of tradition is more and more blatant.
In the places I researched one could find
more and more intensely the desire to revive the
tradition of the “good room” and especially of
the ruda. From the discussions we had with the
locals, we learned that although the “room to
display” exists in villages and continues an old
local tradition, with the inherent changes noticed in the shape, function and ornaments of
the objects found in it, the ruda as a whole, especially in S`li[tea de Sus tends to disappear. In
order to prevent this, a process of reviving the
ruda in the “peasant room” and of the “good
house” in general has been going on for a while.
But the reinvention of tradition usually produces
a change of its perception: though its resources
come from the desire to continue old norms, the
intentionality however, clearly directed towards
the faithful relfection of the old tradition, makes
this process associated with the discontinuity of
tradition. Threatened to be mostly abandoned,
even if there are a lot of people who have a
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“room with a ruda” because this is the custom,
it seems that still the ruda and the “good room”
must be driven by the action of those actively
preoccupied by keeping and reviving traditions,
in this case the intellectuals in the community.
Generally speaking, these are people born in villages, who left and were educated in a certain
field of activity, but who came back to the place
where they were born:
“intellectuals know (…) how to treasure the
ruda more than nowadays young people. They
treasure old things. In any house of intellectuals
you may visit, you will find a lot of valuable
peasant stuff. Rarely will you see the bed covered
with a blanket. (…) In a peasant’s house peasant
stuff is replaced”13.
As Gavri[ V., a priest in S`li[tea de Sus would
notice, during the time right after celebrating
the Epiphany Day, on January 6th 2005, after
blessing the houses in the village, he noticed
that in most cases, those who have a “peasant
room” in the house are those who are part of
this intellectuals category:
“those who have a ruda and have set up a
traditional room, specific to Maramure[ are generally cultivated people. Those ones have only
traditional things. The others, who cannot afford
this, have a mixture of things”14.
Father Gavri[ V. consciously wants to be an
example for the revival of tradition and to stimulate people to keep traditions because, as he
says:
“through what I do and through the way I
am I try to be more traditional. Now you found
me wearing these clothes, but I usually wear a
jacket (lecric), a long furred coat (bunda) and
even when I go to big cities I dress like this”15.
Similary, Gavril` H. – 67 years old, from
Ieud, thinks that intellectuals are those who will
contribute to keeping the traditions, preventing
their abandonment now, when changes profoundly affect rural societies: “now it is transforming, the Romanian village is no longer the
Romanian village (...) as it once was, and it is a
pity that what is good is being destroyed”16.
Gavril` is convinced that especially the ruda,

“will not disappear completely. I am strongly
convinced about it because the same thing that
goes on between peasants happens with intellectuals (…); in a commune, there might be one family, or two, or ten that would still keep their
ruda. Maybe we will not find one thousand
rudas, like we used to find in Ieud once, or seven
hundred of them as it was when I was young, but
two or three rudas, or ten of them would exist in
the year 3000, you can bet on that”17.
In S`li[tea de Sus the „good room” revival
phenomenon is very important among the intellectuals of the village, as the priest would observe. But the main reason behind this, in many
cases, refers to the desire to continue traditions,
and only later the fact that tradition matters, but
it is lost and so it must be reinvented.
Anisia L. - 47 years old had made herself a
ruda in the “peasant room” ever since 1999.
Continuing tradition is important to Anisia, who
weaves and sews just like she was taught when
she was young:
“I kept things, as I don’t like to throw away
anything. And the things I got from my mother, I
keep them and I like them. All the things in this
house, everything is made by me. I didn’t have a
job, but I made all these things with my own
hands. I wove, I sewed, I picked”18.
Anisia says that she must have a “room with
peasant clothes”, first of all because “if we live
in the countryside, we must have a peasant
room”19. She made her ruda at home because
this was her daughter’s wish, so she would be
ready in case her daughter would bring home a
group of tourists, being sure of the fact that, of
course, „they don’t need to see luxury furniture,
they have plenty of that“20.
A good example of reinventing tradition and,
at the same time, of continuing it is the “room
with a ruda” of Maria V. – 52 years old, who set
up this room in 1986, mainly because of personal ambition, lest she lag behind her sisters:
“Usually the girls split the dowry, but my
mother said she had invested in me, sending me
to school, and then she gave everything to my sister. Absolutely everything and I saw that she
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even took out the nails in the wall. So I felt aggrieved and I said to myself I was going to make
myself one”21.
A second reason for which she made herself
a ruda in the house is the attachment to traditions and the desire to continue them, but also
the fact that she received a certain education, especially at the Teacher Training High School in
Sighetul Marma]iei. There she took a folklore
class, which made her respect her home village.
Her “peasant room” has everything set and decorated just like in her home village, Dragomire[ti, as a sign of cherishing her place of birth.
Thus the room becomes a place of memory, just
like Maria says, ‘so I said I was going to make
myself a memory out of respect for my home village’22. The “house with ruda” is associated by
Maria with the desire to assert her social status
that is the status of a person who belongs to the
intellectual social class and who, at the same
time, continues local traditions. She tell us how,
when she was still single and was living in Bor[a,
a town nearby the village, where she was a primary school teacher, she used to have objects in
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her house to define her social status (porcelain
dishes and trinkets); but these items were not as
important in the eyes of her neighbours as were
the object they used to associate to the social position of a person, like woven cloths, especially
those made of wool, blankets and carpets:
“In the beginning I was living in a block of
flats. I didn’t have [woven cloths] there and I
was very sad when one of my neighbours from
Dragomire[ti paid me a visit once at Baia Bor[a
and took a look at my glass case: – But what
kind of glass is this?
I told him how much it was, I told him about
the porcelain set, how much that was, I had
woven baskets, I told him how much they were.
Finally, when he got back to my mother’s house,
she asked him: – So, how was your visit?
– Oh, Maria was very hospitable, she has so
many punctured dishes, they are so beautiful, but
she doesn’t have a blanket on the bed, or a carpet on the wall, why didn’t you give her any?”23.
So all her efforts of making a “room with
ruda” are also an attempt to integrate in the
rules of the community even if, as she says, she
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did not weave the carpets and the blankets on
the ruda and she did not do anything to arrange
them, as the ruda was arranged by her mother,
with the help of a niece.
Anu]a B. – 33 years old, born in Dragomire[ti, but adopted by one of her father’s sisters,
in S`li[tea de Sus, spent her childhood in a
house with a ruda, but when she got married she
did not arrange a ruda in the “good room”.
Anu]a is a teacher in S`li[tea de Sus and she was
my guide in S`li[te and her home village for a
few days, to see rudas in other houses. In this
way she became more and more determined to
set up a “room with ruda” herself, especially
that she has all necessary woven cloths to make
a ruda just like in S`li[tea de Sus: “I have an
empty wall, and the room has only one window.
And this wall is big, 5 x 5 [m]. I have all sorts of
items there, items from my mother and from my
mother in law, I don’t know what to do with
them, and they are all just sitting there folded”24.
Anu]a says she wants to make herself a ruda not
only like it was made in S`li[tea de Sus, with
blankets with special decorations, but also like it
is made in Dragomire[ti: “I want to make myself
one ruda like in S`li[te and one like in
Dragomire[ti. They are so dear to me!”25, so,
should she succeed in doing this, it would be
something unseen in those three villages and a
good example to revive local traditions.
There are also a lot of women who left their
home village and got married in other villages
nearby and who want to make a „peasant room“
in which they will set up a ruda, usually according to the rules in their home village. But if they
get married in other regions of the country, this
is highly unusual. However, the daughter of
Anu]a V. – 60 years old, Ileana – 32 years old,
got married in Banat, in Timi[oara and, at the
beginning of her marriage she set up a „room
with ruda” in order to show her neighbours and
friends in Banat the customs in Maramure[.
Meanwhile she disassembled the ruda and undid
the “peasant room”: “She arranged it only for
the people in Banat to see how things are around
here. She had so many things on the ruda, just

like in our traditions. Now she spread them all
over and she gave them away as presents”26.
Florica I. – 40 years old, the daughter of
Ioana B. – 66 years old, married in Cluj-Napoca,
where she has been living for more than 19
years, wants to arrange a “room with a ruda”,
too, as her mother says. Florica lives in a house
and a few years ago they built another floor. As
her mother says, she will arrange one room with
a ruda: “Florica said she would set up a ruda,
too. In Cluj. She added that floor to the house
and she will arrange the room there. And she has
blankets and carpets from me”27. Actually, when
I went to Cluj in 2007, Florica showed me the
place of the future “peasant room” and took out
from the closet the blankets and carpets for the
room.
The process of reviving traditions is most obvious in the case of founding local museum, as it
happened on April 21st 2001 in Dragomire[ti,
where the Museum of the Peasant Woman from
Maramure[ was inaugurated. The museum was
conceived by Nicoar` Timi[ as “a sign of treasuring the woman, as an homage brought to
women”28. This museum, now administered by
the Local Council of Dragomire[ti, is set up in
an old wooden house with round beams, with
one room, a hallway, pantry and a porch along
the house. There is a pole in the yard of the museum, with colourful pots hanging, and under
the two sheds there are a loom and some statues
featuring the woman at different ages. Inside
there are all sorts of household objects to show
the works done by peasant women, but also
small handicraft items for sale. There is a ruda
with two layers of blankets, a “ruda of a landlady’s daughter”29. Nicoar` Timi[ thought about
having a room to be arranged like a rich ruda
ever since he was doing the sketches for the museum. The objects displayed in the museum
were either donated by the people in Dragomire[ti, or purchased by the Local Council mainly from the village. Maria Z. – 49 years old, who
has a ruda in her house as well, has been the curator of the museum even since its opening. She
takes care of the museum by herself, so every
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year she arranges and cleans the objects displayed:
A.I.: “Did you arrange the ruda in the museum yourself?”
Maria Z.: “Yes, indeed. By myself. I cannot
tell you what a muscle fever I got after all this.
Coz I kept on going up and down a hundred
times, as I wanted it to be straight, to look good.
And I did it by myself; there was no one else to
help me. It was like during the Easter cleaning.
Everybody has work to do before Easter. And I
did not have anyone around to help me. Si I
washed them all by myself, and ironed them as
well. And then I arranged them all by myself and
soon everything was ready. I finished it in one
day. I also polished the floor with clay”30.
So Maria takes care of the museum as if it
were her own house; she adopted the museum
because, as she says, „there are more people visiting me here than at home“. She wants to please
all the visitors: she tells them about the items
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displayed inside, she shows them the most important museum pieces, tells them about how
life used to be around there a long time ago,
what people would keep in the pantry, what are
the parts of the oven and what the dished in the
museum were used for, what types of bread and
bagels to bake for special occasions. She shows
them the ruda and tells them it is a “ruda of a
landlady’s daughter”. As Maria herself says, she
tries to give them as many information as possible:
“I explain them everything, everything, everything. And about the things outside, too.
There are days when I cannot feel my jaws. But
I love it. Here you can see what a peasant
woman does, her entire work. This is what I
show them. And how difficult it was to dress the
kids. (…) They come from everywhere. They
come from Maramure[, from the villages nearby.
Even children from school. (…) And sometimes
tourists are accompanied by a tour guide that
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doesn’t tell them everything. – Well, Sir, aren’t
you going to tell them something?
– What? They had enough if this!
– And then I start to blab. But I must explain
them”.
“I please them as much as I can, I play music
to them, I dress them, because maybe only once
in a lifetime one has the occasion to wear clothes
from Maramure[. (...) When I get home, my
mind is still at the museum”31.
In 2001 a local museum was opened in Ieud,
too, this time a private one, the Ethnographic
Museum of the Ple[ family, close to Biserica din
Deal, a UNESCO monument. The museum is
composed of two old houses which were moved.
The tourists wanting to visit the museum are
told the story of the hemp, and Ioana Ple[ – 50
years old, the woman who founded the museum
and takes care of it explains to them all the steps
to be followed to process hemp, with demonstrations. Ioana, a simple peasant woman, displayed
inside the museum objects inherited in her fam-

ily from her great grandmother, grandmother,
mother and mother in law. She also put up for
display items made by herself, although most of
them are kept at home, where, unfortunately,
she does not have a ruda anymore. The pieces in
this museum carry the story of four generations
of women; they have a value added directly
through this genealogical connotation, unexploited by the owners of the museum. Ioana was
encouraged and supported by her family to organise this museum; especially by her son in law,
an Italian citizen, who was impressed by the age
and large number of household pieces. Though
unusual for Romanian villages, her initiative is
even more important as it comes from a simple
peasant woman.
Although cared for by Maria Z. – 49 years old
from Dragomire[ti, or Ioana Ple[ – 50 years old
from Ieud, who are members of a community in
which the “room with a ruda” represents a viable and timely tradition, the Museum of the
Peasant Woman from Maramure[ and the Ple[
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Museum serve as a first step to patrimonialise
and institutionalise the inheritances transmitted
in time. The “room with a ruda” and the pieces
inside it are revived here and receive meanings
that are different than those they usually have in
the homes from the same village where, though
in many of these homes this room is close to
being abandoned, the change is done naturally
and the tradition continuing the past of the community is lived and adapted to the present. In
the patrimonialised space of the museum, the
same pieces are frozen in time, because they are
static, not dynamic. Their sense and the way
they are lived with belong to the tradition that
looks only towards the past, without the power of
updating it to the present, according to the
rhythm in which the same tradition is lived in
the community.
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But patrimonialisation is an approach necessary during the contemporary period, as the alert
pace of change induces the abandonment of
some parts of what has been transmitted. That is
why local museum can offer an important landmark for the analysis of the local culture dynamics, although it shows a static view of tradition.
The two situations presented here, the revival of tradition by the intellectuals of the village and the revival performed through local museum are essential for the analysis of the local
culture dynamics, but also in order to perceive
the way in which people express themselves as
persons who continue or who wish to change tradition, but also a manner to approach the dynamics of cultural facts - in this case, the „good
room“ as a whole.
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Notes
1

This room is called: „odaia curat`” („the clean
room”), „camera bun`” („the good room”), „casa dinainte” („the front room), „casa `r`ne[te” („the peasant
room”), „camera de parade” („the festive room”).
2 Research made in Dragomire[ti, S`li[tea de Sus and
Ieud, between 2001-2008. All three communities are situated in Maramure[, Iza Valley (northern Romania).
3 Maria Z., 49 years, Dragomire[ti, 21 August 2008.
4 Ileana V., 43 years, S`li[tea de Sus, 20 January 2005.
5 Toader C., 78 years, Ieud, 2 February 2005.
6 Viorica I., 22 years, Cluj-Napoca, 1 April 2001.
7 Maria Ch., 50 years, S`li[tea de Sus, 26 December
2006.
8 Viorica I., 22 years, Cluj-Napoca, 1 April 2001.
9 Viorica I., 22 years, Cluj-Napoca, 1 April 2001.
10 Ion Simion V., 74 years, S`li[tea de Sus, 21 January
2005.
11 Gafia S., 50 years, Dragomire[ti, 20 August 2008.
12 Ileana Z. - 50 years, Dragomire[ti, 20 August 2008.
13 Maria Ch., 50 years, S`li[tea de Sus, 26 December
2006.
14 Gavri[ V., priest, S`li[tea de Sus, 23 January 2005.
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Gavril` H., 67 years, Ieud, 1 February 2005.
17 Idem.
18 Anisia L., 47 years, S`li[tea de Sus, 18 April 2001.
19 Idem.
20 Ibidem.
21 Maria V., 52 years, S`li[tea de Sus, 22 January
2005.
22 Idem.
23 Ibidem.
24 Anu a B., 33 years, Dragomire[ti, 22 August 2008.
25 Idem.
26 Anu a V., 60 years, S`li[tea de sus, 14 December
2005.
27 Ioana B., 66 years, S`li[tea de Sus, 21 January
2005.
28 Nicoar` Timi[, Muzeul }`r`ncii Maramure[ene,
manuscript, unpublished, 1999, Dragomire[ti, p. 2.
29 Maria Z., 49 years, Dragomire[ti, 21 August 2008.
30 Maria Z., 49 years, Dragomire[ti, 21 August 2008.
31 Idem.
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